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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS 

Please read before using 

  The lightning flash with arrowhead symbol, within an equilateral 

triangle, is intended to alert the user to the presence of insulated dangerous 

Voltage within the product’s enclosure that may be sufficient magnitude to 

constitute risk of electrical shock to persons. 

 

The exclamation point within an equilateral triangle is intended to alert 

the user to the presence of important operation and maintenance (servicing) 

instructions in the literature accompanying the appliance. 

 

1. Please read the service manual in details before using. 

2. Don't try to disassemble the chassis or the part easily, in case that touch the 

power by mistake, is shocked by electricity the danger or caused inside parts 

to be damaged. 

3. Do not attempt to service this unit yourself unless you are authorized to do 

so. Opening cover may exposure you to dangerous voltage or other hazards. 

Refer all servicing to qualified personnel only. 

4. When being regular, please lock the parts firmly first to prevent the machine 

damage. 

5. Please connect correctly in accordance with the regulation, prevent the 

machine from using, or striking improperly. 

6. Please don't use any organic solution or the corrosively sanitizer to insert 

and wipe away the chassis outside. While inserting and wiping away, please 

turn off the power, and use the clean cloth is stained with letting a small 

amount of branch water, insert and wipe away appearance. 

7. The contents of this manual are subject to change without notice. 
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Specification 

 

Image unit 1/2.8” SONY IMX335 

Resolution 4MP / 5MP  

Video Output AHD / CVI / TVI / CVBS 

Synchronization Internal 

S/N Ratio More than 50 dB ( AGC OFF) 

Electronic Shutter Auto 1/60 (1/50) ~ 1/50,000 sec 

Min. Illumination 0.01Lux  

Lens Type Vari-focus Lens: 2.8 mm~12 mm  

Coxial Cable Transmition 

Distance(3C/5C) 
300 M / 500 M 

Twisted Cable Transmition 

Distance (Cat5e standard) 
200 M 

Power Source DC 12 V ± 10% / 1 A 

Adaptor Optional 

Operating Temperature -10 ℃ ~ 50 ℃ (14 ℉ ~ 122 ℉ ) 

Storage Temperature -20 ℃ ~ 60 ℃ (-4 ℉ ~ 140 ℉) 

 

 

 

 

 Please use suitable adapters DC12V ± 10%≧1A . Otherwise, this product will be damaged. 
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Product contents 

This model is available in two brackets, with different bracket 

accessories. 

Bracket 1 : 

Item Figure 

Trapping Screw × 3 

 
Anchor × 3 

 

 

Bracket 2 : 
Item Figure 

Trapping Screw  × 5 

  

Anchor × 3  
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Product overview 

 
 

 Item  Description   Item Description 

 ① Power cable (DC 12 V± 10%)  ⑤ Lens  

 ② BNC cable  ⑥ Bracket 

 ③ OSD button  ⑦ ZOOM 

 ④ Camera  ⑧ FOCUS 

※ Lens adjustment : 

1. Use wrench rotate ⑦ZOOM to adjust focal length. 

2. Use wrench rotate ⑧FOCUS to make image clarity. 
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Dimension 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unit : mm 
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COC (control over coaxial) function 

①  Enable the channel which you want to configure, and choose COC 

(control over coaxial) function under PTZ Protocol page. 

 
② Click the right button of the mouse, choose PTZ Control. 

 

③ Click ” Iris + “  to open OSD menu. 

 

※Notice : When you are inside the camera OSD, if there is suddenly power 

shortage, the setting will not be saved in the memory. You must exit the OSD 

or wait the OSD disappears to validate the modified setting in the memory. 

 

Icon Description 

 Open the OSD menu of camera / Enter 

  Adjustment parameter options 

  
Direction button, in order to choose the 

item that you want to config. 
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OSD Menu 

Notice : ”(xxx)”means (default value) 
1.AE BRIGHTNESS 1~20 (12) 

EXPOSURE MODE GLOBE,BLC,FLC (GLOBE) 

LEVEL 1~9 (1) ※This item can be adjust when you choose BLC or FLC. 

RETURN  

2.AWB MODE ATW,MWB (ATW) 

RGAIN 1~127 (65536) 

BGAIN 1~127 (65536) 

RETURN  

3.DAY-NIGHT MODE EXT,AUTO,COLOR,B/W (EXT) 

RETURN  

4.IMAGE ENHANCE CONTRAST 1~16 (4) 

SHARPNESS 1~16 (4) 

COLOR GAIN 1~16 (5) 

DNR 1~16 (4) 

MIRROR H,V,HV,DEFAULT (DEFAULT) 

D-WDR ON,OFF (OFF) 

RETURN  

5.VIDEO OUTPUT HD TVI,CVI,AHD,CVBS (TVI) 

VIDEO STANDARD When HD is TVI, you can choose 4MP30,4MP15,1080P25,1080P30, 

5MP20,5MP12.5,4MP25。 

When HD is CVI, you can choose 4MP25,4MP30,1080P25,1080P30。 

When HD is AHD, you can choose 5MP12.5, MP25,4MP30,4MP15, 

1080P25,1080P30,5MP20。 

When HD is CVBS, you can choose NTSC,PAL。 

REBOOT&APPLY  

RETURN  

6.LANGUAGE ENG, CHN1, CHN2, RUS, ITA, POR 

7.RESET 

8.SAVE-EXIT 

9. EXIT 
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Connection 

Bracket 1: 

Step 1.  

Lock the screws to fix the 

bracket. 

 

Step 2. 

Make sure the connection is 

tightened. 

 

Step 3. 

Lock the last screws to 

install bracket completely. 

 
※NOTICE : If necessary, please install 3 anchors before the 

first step.  
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Bracket 2: 

Step 1. 

Lock the screw to fix the 

camera. 

 
Step 2. 

Loosen the screw to adjust 

the bracket. 

 

Step 3. 

Make sure the connection is 

tightened. 

 

Step 4. 

Lock the screws to install 

bracket completely. 

  

※NOTICE : If necessary, please install 3 anchors before the 

fourth step.  
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Connect BNC cable and power cable after installing bracket completely. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

85-B7T068-A502G-A 

BNC cable 

Power cable 


